Alexandra Bone Photography

2018/ 19 Prices
Actor portfolio shots

Packages start from £100

I provide photos for actors, showing a range of styles and presented in a choice of
formats (headshot or full length). Photographs come fully licenced for promotional use
in print and online media.
Artist/ musician promotion

Packages start from £75

If you are an artist serious about what you do and looking to stand out from the crowd,
then you have come to the right place. I will work with you to create images that
capture the things that make you who you are, helping to promote your work in a
professional and enduring way. These type of photos tend to be taken in a whole
variety of places and settings, which always adds to the fun. Photos come licenced for
promotional use in print and online media as standard, with options to extend to
merchandise and artwork.
Special offer
Promo shoot and music video.
Documentary

£750

POA

“Documentary” covers a whole variety of different photographs. Here are some things I
have documented in the past - concerts, music video shoots, musician studio recording
sessions, musician tours (start to finish!), cinema premieres, business activities,
workshops, events, people and places.
When I talk about documentary, I essentially mean capturing the true spirit and
atmosphere surrounding a person, persons, or an occasion across a series of
photographs. These types of shoot are less planned, with the photos tending to be
spontaneous and not staged. I love taking photos this way. You can expect a number of
photographs at the end of the process. Because of the massive range of possibilities in
the types of shoot, prices are available on application.
I am now also able to provide documentary videos.
Corporate

Packages start from £125

Whether it is head shots for your professional needs, showing off your space, or selling
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your product, I can provide the photographs you need, and ensure they tell the story
you need them to. Photos come licenced for promotional use as standard, with options
to extend to merchandise and products.
Portraits

Prices start from £100

Model, actor, musician, family, pet.....I could go on! I will tailor a shoot to your needs to
take candid portraits. I don’t generally undertake studio shoots, as I prefer people to be
in an environment they are comfortable and familiar with - it makes for the best
results.
Video Work

Prices start from £150

I have completed music videos, campaign work, as well as promotional shoots for local
businesses. Please get in touch to discuss requirements, and I’ll see what I can do.
Art Prints
A range of art prints are available in various formats. Perfect as a treat to yourself, or a
present for someone else. Priced individually at www.alexandrabone.co.uk

SOME FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: I can’t see a package that suits what I want. Are you able to help me?
A: Please do contact me. I am very flexible and can tailor my photo shoots as needed.
Q: Do you photograph weddings?
A: I no longer shoot weddings, however have much experience of doing so and am
happy to recommend wedding photographers in the area.
Q: Can I use your photographs on my website/ social media sites?
A: If you have contacted me and have an agreement with me to do so, then yes.
Q: My friend can take my photo for free, why should I use you?
A: If your friend has great experience of taking the type of photographs you are looking
for, has invested money in the right equipment, and has creative ideas that translate
into fantastic, unique, and professional quality images that you love, then I’m not going
to stop you from taking up your friends offer, you lucky thing!
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